
CHAPTER 8 

WAVE FIELD BEHIND THE PERMEABLE DETACHED BREAKWATER 

12 2 
Shan-Hwei Ou Shiaw-Yih Tzang  an| Tai-Wen Hsu 

ABSTRACT 

Based on the concept of linear superposition, the model 

for combined wave refraction and diffraction developed by 

Liu et al. is extended to the situation of permeable deach- 

ed breakwaters in a slowly varying water depth. Two cases 

are investigated which include a semi-infinite permeable 

breakwater and a single permeable breakwater. Laboratory 

results with a particular transmission coefficient in a 

wave basin are used to compare with the theoretical results. 

Fair agreements are found. 

1 . INTRODUCTION 

The use of detached breakwaters as a countermeasure 

against beach erosion is ever increasinj in the past. In 

practice, most of the breakwaters are constructed with the 

armor units so that waves can transmit through the 

breakwaters. The wave field behind permeable detached break- 

waters has not yet been fully understood because of the com- 

plicated phenomena induced by the breakwater and the bottom 

topography. 

Hotta (1978) proposed a wave superposition model around 

the permeable breakwaters due to the wave diffraction. The 

cases studied by Hotta are in a constant water depth with 

normal incident waves. Due to the fact that the water depth 
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is changing in the field, the wave diffraction must be 

calculated under the consideration of wave refraction. The 

purpose of this study is to attempt to  clarify the wave 

height distribution behind permeable detached breakwaters in 

a slowly varying water depth with obliquely incident water 

waves. 

The applicability of linear superposition of combined 

refraction-diffraction wave field proposed by Liu, Lozano 

and Pantazaras (1979) .has been verified by Ou and Tzang 

(1986) for impermeable detached breakwaters. This paper uses 

the same approach for the study of wave height distribution 

behind permeable breakwaters. Numerical examples are given 

and a series of experiments are conducted in a wave basin 

to compare the results. 

2. REFRACTION-DIFFRACTION EQUATIONS 

The wave patterns near a detached breakwater have been 

studied in the past decade by the combined effects of refrac- 

tion due to slowly varying water depth and diffraction by 

the  breakwater. Much progress have been achieved in both 

extending the applicability of the theoretical framework and 

saving the computer time and storage in numerical scheme ( 

Liu and Mei, 1976; Liu et al. 1979; Tsay and Liu, 1982; 

Isobe, 1986). In this section we briefly summarize the com- 

bined refraction-diffraction equations developed by Liu 

et al. (1979) and Liu (1982) for the impermeable detached 

breakwater. These equations will be used in the following 

section for the derivation of wave superposition behind 

permeable detached breakwater. 
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Fig. 1 Definition sketch and coordinate system 
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Considering small amplitude incident waves with the 

incident wave amplitude a0, and the radian frequency u>  and 

the angle of incidence da  as shown in the coordinate system 

of Fig. 1, the leading order asymptotic solutions for the 

free surface displacement TJ  and the velocity potential $ can 

be expressed as follows: 

?(x,y, t)=r'A(x)CG(®)eis+G(®)e^]e-""      (1) 

ig)?(x,y, t)  cosh k(z+h) 
0(x,y,t) = r-rr        (2) 

co cosh kh 

where 

y' =  7T"1/2 exp ( — ire/4 ) 

G(C )= f e1"2 do-  (3) 

and A(x) represents the shoaling and refraction factor as 

expressed by Nielsen (1982) in explicit form as 

A(x)=a0^olXCl-^-(l-r-)
2 sin^0)-°-

25(7^-)-°'25 
J^o      '-•0 J-'O 

exp( — )        (4) 

G( C ) can be written in terms of the well known Fresnel 

integrals as 

G(0=(v>1/2^V + G(c2)]+iCT+S(c2)]}  (5) 

where 

1     f=2cosr     , 

1      fc2   sin T 
S(C2) = 7F7       T^~ dr  (6) 

V"   Jo       r 

The arguments of the function G( C ) in Eq. (1) are defined 

as 

®2=R-S , ®2=R-S  (7) 

where S, S, R are the phase functions of the incident waves, 

the reflected waves and the radiated waves generated by an 

oscillatory point source at the tip of the breakwater, res- 

pectively. The value of ® is negative inside the shadow 
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region and is positive elsewhere. On the other hand,® is 

positive in the reflection region and is negative elsewhere. 

The phase functions are expressed as follows: 

S = -   I     kcos0dx+Koy  (8) 

S=       1    k   cos0   dx + K0y  (9) 

-J: R=-  I    k cosff dx + K,y 

with 

K0 = k sin# =k0 sin0o  (n) 

Kt=k sin# = k,  sin0t  (12) 

where kt and dt are the wave number and the initial angle of 

incidence of a radiated wave ray at the tip of the breakwa- 

ter, respectively. 

3. WAVE SUPERPOSITION 

Based on the concepts of Hotta (1978), the wave height 

distributions behind permeable detached breakwater in a 

slowly varying water depth are established by extending the 

solutions developed by Liu et al. (1979). Substituting Eq. 

(5) into Eq. (1), the free surface displacement rj  can be 

expressed as follow: 

A(x)    ,        1 1 
?D = —p=^e-i(i-+°"> {C( —+ Cl)+i( — +s1))e

iS 

+ C(~+c2) + i C-+s2))e'
s }      (13) 

2 2 

where cx , s, and c2, s2 are the Fresnel integrals for the 

incident waves and reflected waves, respectively. The sub- 

script D refers to diffraction. 

For brevity, the basic assumptions for this paper is 

the same as Ou and Tzang (1986). According to the definition 

of (J) and (H) , and from Eqs. (5) and (6), we define Q £ ) for 

clarity as follow: 
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G(-C ) = (-)1/2{C--G(C2)) + i C —- SCC2)] }   (14) 
2      2 2 

A Semi-infinite Permeable Detached Breakwater 

According to Hotta's (1978) concepts, the waves behind 

permeable breakwater consist of two main parts: diffracted 

t(I-C, ,+ 1(1-5, )),'•        CC-i + C, ) + K-j4s, ))." 
7 I II 

+ C(--C,) + I(--!,)).''    /  +C(--C,) + I(--S,)]«'' 

(i, )  i   ,   / j ; -v 
.!((-;«:. )+!<-;+!.))•"    ,  •ltt--C,,+ lt--S,)J." 

+ ((-!-C,) + l(|-3.)).,il  /   +cc-i-c. > + l C--S, ) ]«•• /   + CC--C, ) + p 

Fig. 2 Refraction-Diffraction function for a semi- 

infinite permeable breakwater 

waves from impermeable breakwater and transmitted wave 

through permeable breakwater. As shown in Fig. 2, a per- 

meable breakwater is placed parallel to the shoreline from 

y=0 to y=-oo . Waves in region A (incident region) and 

region B (diffraction region) are assumed to be the super- 

position of diffracted waves (Fig.2-(1)) and transmitted 

waves (Fig. 2-(2)). The free surface displacement in region 

A is 

r, = r'A(x)[G(®)e's+G(-®)eif ] c-'-« 

+ a T-'A(X) CG(-®)eiS+G(-®)eli" ]e-'«"    fo3 

where a  is the transmission coefficient of permeable break- 

water. From Eqs. (3), (5) and- (14), we have 

?=y=A(x)|DlA(x,y) | e-'<"+•"«       (16) 

where D,A(x,y) is the refraction-diffraction function and 

subscript A refers to region A. Hence, D,A(X,V) in its 

final form is: 

DlA(x,y ) = {C-^ + (l-«)C1]cosS-C-^+Cl-a) 
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SJ sinS+C i^-( l+a)C2]cosS-C—- 

-(l+«)S2)sinS} + i{ [ ij^+C 1-«)CJ 

sinS+C ^ + ( l-«)S1]cos S+C^-^— 

( l+a)G2]sinS + Ci^ ( l+« )SJcosS }---(l7) 

Similarly, we can derive D,(x, y) in region B in the 

same manner (see Tzang (1986) for details). Taking a   equal 

to zero, the final equations agree with the solutions for a 

impermeable breakwater. 

A Single Permeable Detached Breakwater 

For a single impermeable detached breakwater, Ou and 

Tzang (1986) has developed a solution for the wave height 

distribution. When the breakwateris permeable, the waves 

behind the breakwater are assumed to be the superposition of 

the waves arising from an impermealbe breakwater and the 

waves multiplied by a  passing through a gap as described by 

Ou and Tzang (1986), as shown in Fig. 3. The free surface 

displacement based on the above assumption is as 

7}= YJ, +0L r)g  (18) 

The subscript s denotes a single impermeable detached break- 

water, g denotes a single gap in a long breakwater. 

Now we should consider the coordinate system first. The 

origin of the coordinate is located at the center of the 

breakwater. As described in the last section, we have 

D2A (x,y)={(^+( l-a)Glr3cos(Sr--j) 2 4 

-C— + (l-«)Slr)sin(Sr-^)+[i±^ 
2 4     2 

-( l+a)C2r)cos(Sr--)-(^-(l+«)S2r;) 

sin(Sr-v m^-(l-a)C1,;icos(SI--7) 4     2 4 
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C—: ( 1-«)S„ ) sm(S, ) + [• 
2 4 2 

-(l+a)C2Ocos(SI--)-C^-^~-(l+«)S20 4 2 

sin(S, ~)—OA/2 COS S0}+i{ ( h(l-«)Glr) 
4 2 
7T 1+a 7T 

sin(Sr—-)+[ —— + ( l-«)Slr jcos(Sr ) 
4 2 4 

1 -\-ct          7r 1 A-nt 
+ C^— (l+«)C2r)sin(Sr--)+C:iY- 

-(l+«)S2r]cos(Sr--) + C^-(l-«) 

C„ ]sin(S,--) + C— -C l-a)S.O 
4 2 

cos (S«-—)+C— -(l+a)C2! ] sin(S,- —) 
4 2 4 

+ C— ( 1+«)S20 cos(S, -y)-av
/2"sinS0} •••($ 

C<~-C„ )-Mc|-S„ n<"""f' CC--C,, ) + K--S„ )]."""*' C<-^+C„ ) + K-+S„ ) Je"""*' 

+ CC-pC„ ) + *<~-S.. ))."'"*' 4.c(i_Cil ) + ,-CJ._3if j Je'"'-*' +C(.^~C„ ) + K--S„ )}."''">' 

M<~t-c„)+ic^+s„ ))« *' + «--C„)+K-~S„ ) Je""~(' +CC7-C, )+K^—s„ >]."""*' 

+ CC---C,, >+i(j-s,, )]='"'"J'              y   +((i-o„ )+i(^-5l, )]e""^'               "t-CC^-C,, > + KJ~S„ ))«"""*' 

 ' — yJMBB*^ ..    v 

-ic<-i+c,. > + K~fS,. )), I' .KACWIJ+S,)], •' « 1CC--C >*'(--s„ )). *' 
tC(j-C. )+KJ-S„ )). C +C(j-C. >+K~s» )).•"••!' tc<-j-c.. ) + l( j-s. ) ].••—>• 
tCt--<:.. ) + i c~s„ j )."--(• +c(^c„ ) + (c-J + s,.) ),""-!' tcc-'tc. >+i C- + S„ ) )."--(' 

tcc-|-c..)+'<-;-s- >].""-'' 1 tcc-j-c, J+i c-j-s,. j ).••"-;• 1 n.y-1-c. >+i(-j-S,. >]. f 1 

B       7 y 
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Fig. 3 Refraction-Diffraction function for a single 
detached permeable breakwater 

where the subscripts r and £  denote the effects of the tip 

located on the right hand side and left hand side of the 

origion, respectively. Subscript o denotes the case without 

the appearance of the breakwater. Similarly, we can also 

derive D2(x,y)in region B (diffraction region) and in region 
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C (incident region) in a similar manner (see Tzang (1986) 

for details). Taking a  equal to zero, the final equations 

also agree with the solutions developed by Ou and Tzang(1986 

)for a single impermeable detached breakwater. 

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In this section simple numerical results are given. 

Computations for different values of transmission coefficient 

are given. 

shoreline 

detached breakwete r 
(b) (a) 

Fig. 4 Definition sketch for the detached breakwater 

As shown in Fig. 4, the geometry chosen is as follows. 

The beach has a uniform slope 1/50 in the x direction. The 

water depth of the location of breakwater is fixed at h =7m. 
K 

The semi-infinite permeable breakwater is placed from y=0 to 

y=-oo . The length of the single permeable detached break- 

water is LR=700m; the wave period T=10 sec arrives with a 

60° inclination. Diagrams with «=0, 0.3, 0.5 along two 

different cross sections (h=5m and h=3m) are given. The 

treatment of the phase function R are described by Ou and 

Tzang (1986). The mesh size in the section is 10m. 

In Fig. 5, since the semi-infinite breakwater is perme- 

able, the normalized wave height distributions on diffraction 

region are no more smoothly decreasing away from the tip. The 

wave height distributions oscillate with the same phase and 

the mean wave height increases as 01  varies from 0 to 0.5. 

On the contrary, the distributions become more smooth as Oi 

increases on incident region. In Fig. 6, for a single perme- 

able detached breakwater, waves behind the breakwater are 

affected by waves diffracted from the two tips of the break- 

water and by waves transmitted through the permeable break- 

water. On diffraction region, the wave height distributions 
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oscillate more regularly but with bigger amplitude when 

breakwater is permeable. In incident region, the maximum 

wave height somewhat decreases as Ot  increases, but the wave 
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Fig. 5 wave height distribution Fig.6 Wave height distribu- 
tor a semi-infinite tion for a single 
breakwater with various        detached breakwater 
values of transmission         with various values 
coefficient (TQ=10sec) of transmission coef- 

ficient (TQ=10sec) 

height distributions oscillate without the tendency of at- 

tenuation. This is more obvious on the downwave side than on 

the upwave side. From the numerical results above, it is seen 

that as the transmission coefficient 01  increases, the tran- 

smitted waves through the permeable breakwater play a more 

important role in the wave field behind breakwaters. 

5. LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS. 

To verify the solutions for waves behind permeable 

breakwaters, a series of careful experiments are performed 

in a wave basin (16mX12m). The detail discussion of the 

laboratory experiments is given by Tzang (1986). A brief 

summary of the experimental setup is given herein. 

As shown in Fig. 7, a plane beach with 1/20 slope is 
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installed in otherwise constant water depth of 0.4m. The per- 

meable detached breakwater, made of plywood and lumber filled 

with armor units, as shown in Fig. 8, has a length of 3m for 

single detached breakwater. Waves are generated by a 9m long 

flap-type wave maker, which is mobile for changing the direc- 

tion of wave propagation. Four wave gauges were used to me- 

asure the wave height. One is used for the incident wave in- 

formation in constant water depth. The others are used for 

the diffracted wave amplitude behind the breakwater. The sec- 

tions chosen are located at 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 m from the 

breakwater (h = 15, 12.5, 10, 7.5 cm, respectively). All 4 

gauges were recorded simultaneously along one section, and 

then to other section. The distance among the three gauges 

was 25cm. The transmission coefficient « of the permeable 

breakwater is tested preliminarily in a wave tank. The wave 

tank is lined up by guidewalls with 3m width in the wave 

basin. For the incident wave height H_=3cm and wave period 

T=1 sec, the experimented value of a  equals 0.3. 

conditions are given in Table 1 . 

The  test 
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Fig. 7 Sketch of wave basin   Fig. Sketch of permeable 

breakwater 
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Table 1. List of Tests Conditions 

a 
do 

(cleg.) BREAKWATER TYPE 
BREAKWATER 

LENGTH 
(m) 

T(sec) HQ(cm) 

0.3 

0° 

semi-infinite 
1 .0 

3 

0.8 

a single detached 3 
1 .0 

0.8 

30° 

semi-infinite 
1 .0 

0.8 

a single detached 3 
1.0 

0.8 

Experimental data, obtained by Tzang (1986), behind per- 

meable breakwater for T=1.0 sec only are replotted here in 

Fig. 9 to Fig. 12. In each figure the distributions of wave 

height are shown for four sections, h=15, 12.5, 10, 7.5cm. 

Theoretical curves are also included for comparison. In Fig. 

9 and Fig. 10 the wave height distribution on' diffraction 

region of semi-infinite permeable breakwater are not attenua- 

ting but oscillating. On incident region, the theory usually 

underpredicts the experimental data. The agreement between 

theoretical solutions for <X=  0.3 and experimental data in 

Fig. 10 is reasonably good. But the scattering of the experi- 

mental data in Fig. 9 is rather significant. This could be 

caused by the reflection from the breakwater. In Fig. 11 and 

Fig. 12 the overall agreements between theoretical solutions 

and experimental data are quite good except on the incident 

region far from  the origin. This could be partially in- 

fluenced by the boundaries of the wave basin and partially 

attributted to the existence of circulations of current (Liu 

and Mei, 1976). Also, wave reflected from the breakwater 

will influence the incident waves so as to cause the scat- 

tering of the experimental data. This is more obviously for 

normal incidence ( (?0=0°) than for oblique incidence ( 0O = 

30°). 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
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•100 -J00 0 

Fig. 9 Comparisons between 
theoretical results 
of wave height and 
experimental data ( 
To =1.0 sec, 6 0 = 0o, a' 
=0.3) : a semi- 
infinite permeable 
breakwater 

Fig. 10 Comparisons between 
theoretical results 
of wave height and 
experimental data ( 
To =1.0 sec, 6o=30°, 
a=0.3) : a semi- 
infinite permeable 
breakwater 
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Fig. 11 Comparisons between 
theoretical results 
of wave height and 
experimental data ( 
T0=1.0 sec, 60=0°, 
a=0.3 ) : a single 
detached permeable 
breakwater 

Fig. 12 Comparisons between 
theoretical results 
of wave height and 
experimental data ( 
To =1.0 sec, 90=30°, 
a =0.3) : a single 

detached permeable 
breakwater 
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By employing Hotta's (1978) concepts and extending the 

asymptotic solutions developed by Liu et al. (1979), we have 

obtained a simple description of wave height distributions 

behind permeable detached breakwaters. It is seen that the 

transmission coefficient a  , the wave period T, and the in- 

cident angle are all contributed to the wave height varia- 

tion. Large values of the transmission coefficienta will in- 

crease the the mean wave height distribution on diffraction 

region but will not change its pahse. It is also shown that, 

for a larger value of a , the transmitted waves play a more 

important role than the diffracted waves. The solutions 

developed in this paper have been reasonably verified by 

laboratory experiments except on the incident region far 

from the origin. 
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